For memory constrained environments like embedded systems, optimizationforprogram size is often as important, if not more important, as optimization for execution speed. Commonly, compilers try to reduce the code segment size and neglect the stack segment, although the stack can significantly grow during the execution of recursive functions as a separate activation record is required for each recursive call. An activation record holds administrative data like the return address and the frame pointer but also the function's parameter list and local variables.
Introduction
For memory constrained environments like embedded systems, optimization for size is often as important, if not more important, as optimization for execution speed. The dominant factor in the costs of embedded systems is the total die size. As a large portion of the die is devoted to RAM and ROM, reducing die memory results in cheaper manufacturing costs. As smaller memories consume less power this translates also directly into longer running times of mobile devices. Optimizing the program for size may either lead to smaller dies, or alternatively to more functionality on the original die.
The programmer should be able to concentrate only on the correctness of the program and leave all optimizations
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Santa Clara University 500 El Camino Real Santa Clara, CA, 95053 wshang@scu.edu to the compiler. Commonly, optimizing compilers try to reduce the code segment size and neglect the stack segment, although the stack can significantly grow during the execution of recursive functions as for each recursive call, a separate activation record is required. An activation record holds administrative data like the return address and the frame pointer, but also the function's parameter list and local variables. If a formal parameter or local variable is dead at all recursive calls, then it can be declared globally so that only one instance exists independent of the call depth. Embedded systems which make use of recursion can greatly benefit as the run-time memory consumption can be reduced. If a formal parameter or local variable is alive at a recursive call and passed as an argument to that called function, then this function may be modified to return the passed value so that it can be assigned back to the formal parameter or local variable. This effectively splits the live range at the function call allowing the formal parameter or local variable to be declared globally, too. This results in a further reduction of the run-time memory consumption.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our basic stack size reduction algorithm and section 3 discusses improvements through live range splitting. Section 4 surveys related work in the field of code compaction and compression. Section 5 discusses future work and section 6 concludes the paper.
Basic Stack Size Reduction
This section introduces our basic stack size reduction algorithm, evaluates it, and presents experimental results. For a more formal treatment we refer the reader to [8] As parameter passing is an implicit assignment of the actual parameter to the formal parameter, it must be explicitly modeled for globally declared formal parameters by assigning, before the call, the argument to the formal parameter. Variables in arguments to a (recursive) function call are uses before the call. The assignment, if there is one, of the return value of the function to a variable is a definition of this variable after the call. All other variables used on the right hand side of such an assignment are uses after the call. E.g., for x=y * f ( z ), z is used before the call, y is used after the call, and x is defined after the call.
An example is given in Fig. 2 with function f calculating 2(2 n). Temporary variable res holds the result of the recursive call, is then squared and returned. The live range of re s is depicted in Fig. 2a and extends from after the function call to the end of the function. Hence, it can be declared globally (Fig. 2b) . Formal parameter n can also be declared globally, because its live range, depicted in Fig. 2b , extends from the beginning of the function to just before the call. Because parameter passing is an implicit assignment, it's modeled explicitly, i.e. res=f (n-1) n=n-1; res=f() (Fig. 2c) .
A tail-recursive function is a function whose result either does not depend on a recursive call or is directly the result of a recursive call. As the result of the recursive call is directly returned, no other values are needed after the call, and all live ranges end before the call. Hence all formal parameters and all local values can be declared globally.
Quantitative Analysis
The thin line in the time-space diagram of Fig. 3 shows a program in execution. The program starts with an initial amount of memory assigned to its process for code and global variables. During the execution of a non-recursive function from t = 2 to t = 3, space for the activation record is allocated and freed, again. At time t = 4 a recursive function is called. For each successive call a new activation record is allocated. At time t = 5, the end of the recursion is reached and the function's call stack is unwound until the program continues executing the main function, again. local variables into the global variable space yielding the thick line. During the execution of the main function and other non-recursive functions, more memory is needed because global variables exist for the whole execution of the program. During the first recursive call, the same amount of memory is needed, and during further recursive calls, significantly less memory is needed. In other words, this optimization comes at the cost of requiring more memory during normal execution but chops off memory peaks during recursive calls.
Assuming variables are of word size, administrative data consist of two words for the return address and frame pointer, and assuming I of k formal parameters and local variables can be declared globally, then this optimization adds I words to the global variable space and saves, for a call depth of n, (n -1) x I words, or l1°+' % (for large n) of stack space. The theoretical maximum saving is therefore lOOxk 2+k
Experimental Results
We obtained experimental results for our benchmarks consisting of ten popular recursive algorithms. Table 1 shows in columns 3 and 4 the number of formal parameters and local variables in the original implementation and after basic stack size reduction. The difference of both columns is the number of formal parameters and local variables that can be declared globally. Columns 5 and 6 list the stack reduction saving and the theoretical maximum (I = k). For 70% of all benchmarks, the stack size can be optimized by 16.7% to 50.0%. Four of these benchmarks can be optimized to their theoretical maximum (divide, remainder, fib fast, and gcd) and the remaining three benchmarks can be optimized by 25% to 50% of their theoretical maximum (f ib f ast, exp, and exp-f ast).
Live Range Splitting at Recursive Calls
As discussed in the previous section, formal parameters 
Example
The factorial function servers in Fig. 4 In the original implementation (Fig. 4a) , the live range of formal parameter n extends from the beginning of the function to the return statement. This implementation can be modified to return formal parameter n. The recursive call passes n-1 to fac, which can be assigned back to n, and then the original value of n can be rematerialized by an increment of n (Fig. 4b) . The first live range of n extends now from the beginning of the function to just before the first recursive call as it is passed as an argument, and the second live range of n starts just after the recursive call as the recursive call is assigned to n. Since n is dead at the recursive call, it can now be safely declared as a global variable. As stated in section 2, parameter passing must be made explicit, i.e. ...=fac(n-1) -n=n-1; ...=fac() (Fig.4c) . Assigning the return value of n to variable n, when coming back from the recursion, is redundant and can be eliminated (Fig. 4d) Splitting Algorithm. The function must be modified to return the original value of formal parameter n at all exit points, and the result of the recursive function calls at which v is passed to n and supposed to be split, must be assigned back to v. If v is passed as part of an expression, then the original value of v must be rematerialized afterward.
As the result of the recursive function call is assigned back to v, the assignment establishes the start of a new live range for v. The previous live range ends with passing v (as part of an expression) to the recursive function call. Hence, v is split at the recursive function call and can, if dead a all recursive function calls, declared globally.
With v as a global variable, the return statement can be explicitly modeled as assignments v = n. This eliminates the need for returning several arguments. As seen in the example, with v == n, the assignment statements k = n decay to n = n and can be completely eliminated.
Experimental Results
We obtained experimental results for live range splitting. Table 2 shows in columns 3 and 4 the number of formal parameters and local variables in the original implementation and after splitting. The difference of both columns is the number of formal parameters and local variables that could be declared globally. Columns 5 and 6 list the stack reduction saving and the theoretical maximum (I = k).
With splitting, the stack of all benchmarks, including the previously unoptimizable benchmarks, can be optimized by 16.7% to 50.0%. Benchmarks which can't be optimized by the basic algorithm, can be optimized with splitting by 16.7% to 33.3% (fac, fib, and hanoi). Benchmarks which can be partly optimized by the basic algorithm, can be optimized further by 33.3% to 50.0% (f ib f ast, exp, and expfast). [4] . For procedure compression, procedures are separately compressed. Upon invocation, a procedure is uncompressed into a procedure cache and executed [3] . For cache-line compression, the program lies compressed in memory: a cache miss fetches the compressed instructions and decompresses them on the fly [6] [10] . The instruction width can be reduced by implementing 16-bit subsets of 32-bit ISAs [5] [9].
There is some research on reducing stack size. Variables with non-overlapping live ranges can be assigned to the same stack slot [7] . This can also be combined with code size optimization [ 1] .
Future Work
Often, compilers have to generate temporary variables but also try to keep variables in registers. To be able to consider all stack slots (formal parameters, local variables, and temporaries) for global allocation, we started to implement our algorithms as a post pass optimizer. Partial results for our basic stack size algorithm are already available in [8] .
Conclusion
Research in the field of size optimization concentrates on code size. We have shown in this paper that the stack of recursive functions gives also opportunities for size optimization.
If a formal parameter or local variable is dead at all recursive calls, then it can be declared globally so that only one instance exists independent of the call depth. This allowed us to optimize the stack size in 70% of our benchmarks. For these 70%, we saved between 16.7% and 50% of stack space.
Often, live ranges of formal parameters or local variables can be split at recursive calls through program transformations. These transformations allowed us to optimize the stack size further. For all programs, including previously unoptimizable programs, we saved between 16.7% and 50% of stack space.
